Via email 14/02/2012

- On Page 2 of the document "Draft Guidelines : CPD" it states that the minimum 10CPD Hours in any one year. Then on page 7 Appendix 1 it states " A minimum of 20 hours is required annually" Could you please explain the difference.
- On Page 3 It states that the "greater proportion of total CPD activities " to be Substantive and "lesser proportion of total CPD activities " to be General CPD activities. I believe that this needs more clarification of these definitions ie a percentage value or hours required in each area.
- We have some staff who will be going on maternity leave before 1st July 2012. Will they still need to register by July 1st 2012 or can they do this prior to their return to work? Will they need to do the minimum CPD hours during time off as clarified in the above question?
- Could they apply for Non-practicing registration and how does this differ from full registration?
- I am currently in the AIR CPD program with the Triennium Jan 2011-Dec 2013. How does this cross over or do I need to start again on 1st July 2012?

Thank you for you assistance in this matter
Regards

D. Vincent